AMERICAN FOLKLORE STUDIES:
THE TRADITION AND THE FUTURE
Alan Jabbour

?he study of Aaerican folklore--like the folklore itself--involves traditions. One ignores such
trauitions at considerable peril in pondering the
tucure of our field.
Thus I began the task of
t h ~ n k i n g about the future of American folklore
studies by reflecting upon the traditions of past
and present.
Those traditions seemed to resist
sllnple description; rather, I found myself expresslng their complexity by using terms of polar opposicion. Let me approach our subject, then, by des c r i b ~ n g five dilerlinias that face all of us in the
I should hasten to say, wnen
study of folklore.
1 use the wora "dilemma," thacr a dilemma is not
necessarily bad; nor must it be resolved by choosing either one or the other horn. We need not knic
our brows coo much because what will be described here as dilemmas. Rather, they are creative tensions which, by polar opposition, define
wnat seems to me to be the nature and history of
folklore as a subject of study in :he United
Scates.
lerhaps it is only a VerDal conundrum to
call Ltlem dile~ninas;but, for what i; is ~or;h, Let
enurderace them.
Firsc of all-- you are familiar w i ~ h it--is
cne text vs. context aiLe~runa. It gets rearguecl
In every generaiion of folklore stuciy. lhost folkl o r ~ s ~ first
s
enter their chosen field by being
riveceu to sonle particular kind of expression or
expressiveness, and ;hey tnus begin with attention
L O what r,Ietapnorically we may call texts. Perhaps
in graduate school they are expanding beyond that.
anu in t~leir d,l,rLety to show that they are not
simply col~zccors -ney spena a11 their time talking
~ L ) O C ~ COI-IE~XL.
C
JLL in fact tnere seems to be in
rvL~cLore ,i?e;r 1n2firly es~ablisned creative tension
o e ~ w e et t~A
~iL
d . , ~ a an text.
"Con.elct' I..~~-.~IS
Inany chings to many people,
so "c be ~~uoiespecific Let me talk about myself.
1 nappen ro ue interested Ln traditional fiddling
in the Uniied States, and i have spent time with
a number of traaitional fiualers over the past
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couple of uecades--unfortunately, less in the last
cnan in cne previous decade.
I was originally
attracied to tne people I visited because of fiddling icself--~ne tunes they played and their style
of playing tnem. I myself had been a classically
trhined violinist and had worked as a professional
~~iuslclanearly enough to know I did not want to
I then immersed myself in
do that for a living.
literary stuaies. But it sometimes happens in life
that when you push something down in one place,
~t pops up in another.
Thus it was that, during
my flrst year at graduate school, I suddenly found
rliyself getting interested in oldtime fiddle tunes.
1 was at Duke University ac the time, and I
began to visit oldtime fiadlers in the Upper South,
firsc in Durnam and then in points west, working
illy way into the romancic mountains. Fiddlers, and
cultures, sometirr~es live up to the romance about
her,^, and there were many wonderful oldtime fidulers in tne mountains, just as there were supposed
co be. At first I visited them wanting simply to
record ineir tunes, and I found myself reliving
as a young would-be professional what every generation seems doomed to relive in getting interested
in folklore--wanting to c o l l e c ~ it before it dies
I ant glaa that I focused my particular verout.
sion of this syndrome on fiddling, since not enough
people had paid attention to fiadling up to then.
I tnought t h a ~if otner people could collect ballads before they- died out, I could certainly collect f ~ d a l i n gbefore it died out. What I rapidly
iourid, ac botn tne intellectual and the emotional
level, was tnat recording the tunes was not enough.
There was a context tnat interested me.
lnere were actually many contexts; we abuse
Lhat word when we use it loosely without specifying
whicn concexc we mean. For example, I visited Burl
Wammons in Pocahontas County, bJest Virginia and
(togesner with nly colleague Carl Fleischhauer)
recordea many ficldle tunes from him. Eirst, there
L V ~ S a
social con:ext
KO his performance.
I had
to tnink about where, when, and for whom the tune
das performed ana in what context it sprang to life
fro~r~che reservoirs of Burl's mind.
We are all
t a m l l ~ a rwith this kind of context, for our gene:atlon of folklore studies nas dwelt on it almost
over1,iucn. Then there was tne context of other ver-

s ~ o n s of the tune.
That was a context to which
,he historic-geographic method in folklore studies
nad introducea me: a contextual approach to histor~ c a l and geographical distribution that had been
elevacea co a whole methouology in the nineteenth
anu cwentietn centuries. And there was the context
of Burl's f ~ u d l i n g style. When I heard him play
a rrune like "Three r'orks of Cheat," which I recordea from him, I had to weigh that tune and its
perfori~rance against all the other tunes he played
and their style of performance. Scyle of performance, tnough oasically similar in the same performer, varles somewhat depending on the particular
cune.
Not only ao different genres of tunes call
ror different styles, but all tunes are usually
a creaclve compromise between a person's own individual style ana the style of the person fro111w'nom
the tune was learned. The tune in performance thus
scands as a sort of emanation of culture represencing botn the person playing and tne person from
whorn the tune was learned.
Ine particular tuning of the violin lent
itself to a certain style in which all the tunes
in that tuning of the instrument are likely to be
played, and that was another ContexL. Then there
"Ihree Forks of
was the context oL the title.
Cneat" refers to a place on C;leat River, wt.ich
rises in central West Virginia ana flows nortnward,
ultimately into the Ohio diver at Pittsburgh. The
cicle "Three Forks of Cheat" conjures up and comr~~ernoratesboth the locale and che general region
for Burl Hammons and everyone else from central
ezles~ Virginia. There were also more personal associarrions for Burl in the tune, which moves us from
wnat you might call observable data into the mental
spnere. Nhen he played that tune, what did he assoclate it with in his mind? He of course associateu ic with the person ne learned it from. rle
associatea iL with all the times he had heard and
played irr cnroughout his life.
tie associated it
also wiih certain stories, and there were certain
otner cultural associations--say, with the ,,unting
cin~e of year, with going into the woods in winter
co' shoot deer and do ocher things tnat men do
u u ~ i n g the winLer in Burl's traditional way of
Ilie. Finally there was ihe conrext of me. I was
cnere vlsiting wicn him, and our relationship in

certain ways shaped boLh the tunes he played and
the way he played them. It even led to his making
up new tunes. So I became conscious of the folklorist's function as a context.
Folklorists have talked about context virtually till they are blue in the face for the past
generation.
Before chat they took it more for
granted terniinologically, but still talked about
i; in particular ways.
But wharr I come back to,
as 1 think about fol~lore and folklorists as a
group, is not so much their emphasis on context.
Interest in context we probably share with most
cf tile worla, who of course, if they reflect on
anything, tnink about context. Rather, it is the
actention to and respect for the text itself that
seeIlls, if not solely characteristic, to be very
iypical of us. We have a sense of the text--meaning all expressive items, including artifacts,
whlch are physical texts--as being somehow potent
Deyoi?d the context which helps us understand it.
l,lalr respect for texts, it seems to me, will conLLnue co cnaracterize folklore studies in the
kuture.
In any given generation the pendulum of
uiscussion will swing to the textual or contextual
slde, to try to balance the emphasis of the last
generation.
l\revercheless, it is a special trait
of folklorists that they respect the existential
iniporcance of tne text as a quintessential expression of numan values.
Folklorists share their interest in texts with
licerary critics, art historians, archaeologists,
and people in other disciplines, who similarly are
r ~ v e t e d by the potency and cultural power of what
I metaphorically call the texc.
As I cast about
for a cerm for this intuitive inclination, I do
not finu it wichin our network's own terminology.
We are not very good, perhaps, at expressing our
incuitive gravitational pulls. Jacques Mauritain,
in his discussions of esthetics, uses the phrase
splendor formae--a Latin phrase befitting a disciple of S E . Thorlias Aquinas.
Splendor formae captures nicely the sense of the potency of an expresive form, not siniply because of the form itself
ouc oecause of that splendor which invests the form
We
with a glistening humaniaivine significance.
oo noc want to be dully text-oriented; neither do
we want co cnase solely afcer context and under-

stand only larger patterns and structures of meanYe as a network of scholars, researchers,
ing.
and concerned cicizens are best served when we keep
text and context poised in creative balance.
The second dilemma is what I call the pastpresent dilemma. Perhaps it is because folklorists
nave a sense of the text as a profound emanation
cnat they seem forever to intertwine past and
present. Or perhaps because folklorists are interested in forms that are shared by large numbers
of people, they invest a great deal of significance
in the word "tradition," and tradition helps us
to bridge past and present.
But whatever the
reasons, from the very beginnings of the study of
folklore in the United States there has hovered
around it a creative tension between past and
present. Is it the past that we are trying to discover, or is it the present that we are studying?
Are we studying a person in order to find out about
cultural history, or is it that emanation of the
present that is our focus?
Nnen I share Burl Hammons's "Three Forks of
Cheat" witn some people, they say, "Boy, that's
a great example of how fiddling used to be long
ago in the Appalachian region'"
That gives me
pause.
I think, "Why do you say it is a great
example of what was?
dhy do you assun~e that it
is out of date, has lost its timeliness, no longer
functions as a living tradition?
o r r e his
fiddling is very much here and now, ana furthermore
he is a taxpayer and a voting citizen. I am certainly not going to relegate him to the past."
Furthermore, when Burl says, "This is 'Three Forks
of Cheat"' and plays it as a fiddle tune, the
tune's evocation of tne three forks of Cheat River
and the old way of life he associates with it in
a sense brings that way of life right up to the
present. If the way of life were fading, the very
act of playing the tune rriakes it again contenporaneous, alive in the timeless presence of art.
But there is yet more than that. iihen I first
encoun~ered ana recorded Burl, he was probably the
only person in the worla that played "Three Forks
of Cheat."
Now I play "Three Forks of Cheat."
A nurnDer of oc~ler young fiddlers have started
playing "lliree Forks of Cheat ," too, and it is now
fairly widely circulated in the United States

xilongst younger fiadling devotees.
The title of
an album thac a young West Virginia band recently
,uc out is Three Forks of Cheat. This is all a
new, "future" development in tne career of a tune
cnac was in Burl's sole possession when I first
encountered him.
So in very literal ways that
~olklore that engaged me then was not then and is
certainly not now past.
Or you might put it anotner way: if it was pasc then, it is future now.
Folklorists habitually gravitate towards a
non-linear concept of cultural history and distrioucion. They do not think of culture as being like
a jet plane taking off into the future, moving in
a straignt line from this point and going in that
aireccion. The ola historic-geographic school saw
culture distributed through time and space, and
cnat to begin understanding its complexity you had
LO combine your unilateral sense of time with your
unilateral sense of space. We are often inclined
towara a cyclical view of culture. We see patterns
of culture where so~nething seems to be dying out,
only to take on a new life with a younger generacion, pernaps in a new and modified form. The
iuea of cultural continuity, not in a straight line
DUC
tnrough constant recycling and recirculating
of cultural expression, is something we are accusLolllea to ana instinctively understand.
This is
wny ic is difficult to talk with people who do not
understand the tension between past and present
Lnac surrounas tne elements of culture we are engageu with.
Inus, for example, folklorists not only are
greacly in~erested in patterns of culture such as
grandgarenr eaucation, but in many ways actually
live it out themselves. I certainly did. Hanging
out witn Burl Hammons, I was functioning not simply
as the docunenter but literally as the youngergeneration student, learning to play as well as
recording the fiddle. He certainly thought of my
visits both ways.
He was teaching me; I, two
generations removed from him, was functioning as
a sort of alter-grandson in art and knowledge,
insuring that though one generation be skipped
over, cultural expressions of significance were
nevertneless preserved.
Thus it is that though
one generation rebel against the previous generacion, a later generation will rebel further by
embracing the grandparent generation, insuring both
continuity ana change in culture through time.
W h a ~ are we then as folklorists to make of
questions such as "1s folklore oral history?" Oral

concinuicy and change in culture through time.
What are we then as folklorists to make of
questions such as "Is folklore oral history?" Oral
hlstory to most of us seems to imply a unilateral
or single-line view of culture. Its goal, we feel,
LS to extract information that elucidates the past.
Few folklorists tnink of their function as solely
That
hhen we are engaged with people as carriers
of tradition, we think of their traditions as being
both past and present, or, to speak in a cyclical
way, past but future to become.
A third dilemma: Are we a discipline, or are
we interdisciplinary?
Is folklore a discipline-that is to say, a group of people who approach
a similar body of knowledge with a similar system
of aadressing that knowledge? Or is it a profession, which is a bit looser and gives us rriore
elbow-room?
A profession, as I conceive it, is
a special grouping of people who have common interests anu problems and common networks through which
co exchange information.
Or is folklore even
broader! Is it a calling?
As Carl Eleishhauer and I worked on the Ham~nons family project--documenting their cultural
expression, living witn them, talking with them,
working in collaboration with them, developing
prouuccs out of the project--we asked ourselves,
'Is it a music project?"
Well, it was, in one
sense; tne music is what attracted us in the first
place. But ic rapidly oecame much more. We became
interested in verbal arts--not just lore, but arts
in the broadest sense of the word, because we
realized that talking expressively was very irnporcant to the family, and that no serious study of
~ n e i r cultural traditions could ignore talking
expressively. That, of course, got us into interuisciplinary problems. Were we folklorists, musicologists, linguists, literary scholars?
Then we
were drawn into family history, working both with
she Hammonses and independantly to try to document
tne history of the family in the United States.
Did that make it a history project?
Was it oral
history?
We found ourselves exploring their own
self-concept, both of their history and of their
way of life.
There we may have resembled
anthropologists in their approach to their field.
What we did in that project was not extraordinary;
it was typical of the interdisciplinary concerns of
folklorists,
Cultural expressions

have
inevitably led folkloriqts to explore a
variety of means of understanding them. We have
never hesitated to cast about for any theory, any
approach, that might serve our purposes. So interdisciplinary we will always be, and yet we will
always bind ourselves together as a network. Thus,
whether we call ourselves a discipline, or a profession, or broadly speaking, a calling, we will
always feel a tension between maintaining the network itself, and reaching out beyond the network
for other approaches, theories, or knowledge by
which we may illuminate the fundamental experience
we are trying to illuminate.
It is interesting, as we contemplate the
nature of our group, to reflect that folklore has
always engaged both people that we nowadays would
call professionals, and people that would label
tnemselves folklorists, and people that we would
call devoted amateurs.
There has never been a
period of our history as a discipline--or profession, or calling--where we did not embrace devoted
amateurs as part of us. That is a very extraordinary thing in the world, and worth our serious
contemplation.
We of course have periodic fits
about it. We decide that we have either too many
ariiateurs or too few, and we behave in ways to bring
them in or drive them out. Nevertheless, if you
look at the longer history, they are always there,
in some numbers, and in many periods they are a
major presence.
I recall Richard Dorson citing
Vance Randolph as a great folklorist. Dorson had
some scruples about who was and was not a folklorist, but he had to acknowledge not only the
importance of the contribution of a person like
Vance Kandolph, bur the fact that our whole network's history was bound up with the vigorous participation of devoted amateurs.
This brings me to what I call the us vs. other
dilemma. folklore studies in many ways have pioneered in what has by now become a widespread
twentieth-century breakdown of the ideal of detached scientific observation. I do not mean by
this that we are not detached when we need to be
and in such degree as is useful. But folklorists
have gravitated to an understanding that they were
not simply gathering data for science, but participacing as an integral part in a cultural process.
I do not mean that every folklorist has thought
this, or that every folklorist should. But most

of us who have worked in the field have had searing
Is it
experience of this us vs. them dilemma.
ourselves we are studying?
Is it somebody else?
Is it the interrelationship between the two that
we are studying? Let me give an example again from
Burl Hammons.
I once visited Burl Hammons for a weekend,
and Sunday afternoon found us fiddling.
He put
the fiddle in a tuning of the violin that I had
never used before. I said, "Ah, let me try that ,I'
so I put my fiddle in that tuning too. He played
several tunes, and I followed along behind him.
I was not recording at the time. I tried to imiLate him, to get used to the fingering patterns-any time you change the tuning of the strings,
you have to learn new fingering patterns. We were
riveted to this tuning and the whole artistic ethos
that went along with it. Finally I packed up and
neaued back to Washington.
Driving back, I was
in a sort of daze.
It was a foggy night, I was
tired and weary, the drive was long and took me
over a series of mountain ridges. I found myself
drifting into a dream-like state, not knowing
whether I was awake or asleep.
Suddenly a tune came into my head. It takes
a normal fiddle tune about thirty seconds to
elapse, but I have to report that it came completely and immediately into my head.
I heard it as
played on the fiddle, of course, not just as a tune
in the abstract, and it was in the tuning we had
been using all afternoon. It was as if I knew it
already and knew how to play it, but I could not
remember the name of it.
I thought, "That's one
of those tunes Burl was playing this afternoon.
I'll just have to ask him what the name is."
I
got home and went to bed, and the next morning I
woke up and still remembered it. Whenever you wake
up the next morning and still remember a tune, you
know you have learned it. A week or two later I
got the fiddle out and tried it, and sure enough
I knew just how to play it. But I still could not
think of its name.
About six weeks later I went back to visit
Burl; by and by we got the fiddles out and started
playing.
I put the fiddle into that same tuning
and said, "Burl, let me play a tune I think I
learned from you last time. But I don't know the

name of it."
So I played the tune. He listened
"Gee, that's a nice tune," he said, "but
to it.
1 don't think I've ever heard it before. Play it
through again, I want to learn it." I said, "What,
do you mean you never heard .this tune before?"
It sounds a little
He said, "I don't think so.
bit like--" and he played another tune that was
a little similar, but different. And he said, "But
it's different.
Let me play it a little bit."
So he picked up his fiddle and started imitating
1 was baffled by all this.
Did he teach it
me.
to me, then forget it, then think he heard it first
Did I dream it and think I learned it
from me?
from him?
The question was further complicated by a
visit to his house about eight years later.
He
put the fiddle again in that same tuning, and he
played the same tune. I looked at him, and I said,
"Burl, whaC1s the name of that tune?"
He said,
"Gee, you know, I can't think of the name of that."
I said, "dell, where'd you learn it?" And he said,
"You know, 1 can't remember where I picked that
Now it will forever remain a mystery.
tune up."
If he crsated it and shared it with me, or I with
him, we will never figure out how. I have to concluae that in some way we created it.
I t e l i -che story because it is perhaps the
[nost drai,tatlc instance I have experienced of this
growing cogether of the "us" and the "other ," the
student and the studied. It is a symptom of folklore studies that I think proceeds from our intensity of focus on the text itself, on the emanation
and the power of the cultural expression, as opposed to simple curiosity about a way of life and
how it functions.
There is a sense that it is
impossible to be a completely detached observer.
That powerful growlng together of us and other
seems to me typical of folklore past and present,
and I think will remain typical of folklore in the
future.
Hence the intimate relationship between "folkloret' the profession and "folklore" the thing
studied.
We have periodically tried to establish
a term that distinguishes between the thing studied
and the student. We have said, "Well, if
folklore
is the stuff, then the study of the stuff cannot
be called folklore.
We will have to call it

folkloristics, or something like that." We experiment with other terms like trial balloons. Everybody nods and agrees, "Yes, it is a real problem;
we need two terms, not one." Yet dual terms never
catch hold. 1 think one reason they do not is the
subliminal sense on the part of our profession that
there is a blur between the student and the
studied; that we are all participants in a larger
cultural process; that we are not just detached,
scientific observers of data, though we use those
techniques amongst others in our approaches to the
field. Thus we cling, not knowing quite why, to
the same word, folklore, to describe the stuff we
study and the study itself.
If us and other are conjoined, that fact has
powerful implications for understanding our final
dilemma, study vs. action.
In a world in which
study were easily detachable from the thing being
studied, it would be easier to separate the world
of study from the human actions we all take as
citizens of our community, our state, the United
States, and the world. But folklorists have never
been able to separate themselves from the world
of actions, and they have regularly involved themselves, as advocates or adversaries, in the social
process leaaing to actions and effects. They tend
to view the people they visit as fellow citizens,
not simply informants. Therefore, study is action.
It is a joint undertaking of the student and the
studied, which affects them both and creates mutual
results of the study.
If the student and the
studied are conjoined, all study is in some sense
political action in the world.
Folklorists have
always fretted and worried about getting sullied
by the problems of political action.
Those
anxieties are proper.
Nevertheless, I think the
implications of our whole field's natural inclinations is that folblorists will always be involved
both in study and in actions which have direct and
immediate impact on the body politic in which we
Live.
In a curious way this is not an argument for
developing "applied folklore1' in the university,
but an argument for the opposite. The fact that
folklore is ultimately powerful and political--both
historically, contemporaneously, and in our future- is actually the strongest argument for developing
university programs that are not simply practicums

to prepare 'people for working in public-sector
jobs, but rather include intense philosophical and
moral inquiries into the nature of our field and
the nature of our understanding of it. We need
for future generations of fslklore students a
strong university base unfettered by the practical
needs of accomplishing day-to-day tasks in the body
politic.
The academy needs to have a symbiotic
relationship witn the body politic, and I think
in folklore it always will. But in that symbiotic
relationship the academy has certain special ~ U I ~ C tions, needs, and values within the totality. It
should not imitate in its structure the body
politic into which it sends its students.
It is important for us to think about the
potency of folklore, the potency of what we are
participating in when we study it, and the galvanic
pocential it has for influencing the world around
us. Wnen 1 think of that potential, I do not mean
simply that we can help put on festivals. Rather,
we may begin answering the question I heard
recently, "dhy are folklorists so influential in
Wasningon?"
There are actually more anthropologists than folklorists in Washington, yet anthropologists are less visible. I think it is because
anthropologists
have
professionalized
their
Nashington role in certain ways.
They fulfill
certain special professional missions within the
larger totality of Washington politics, and they
do tner~i well; then they send the results up to the
people upstairs who make the decisions. Folklore
from its beginnings in Washington has never been
willing to send the results of its work to somebody
upstairs to make decisions. It has always insisted
on participating in decision-making, as a result
of its special vision as well as its special
nowl ledge. That 1 think has been its strength.
I think we will continue to be influential
in government--not just in Ldashington but in state
government and local government, too. In many ways
the real future expansion of our field's impact
lies not off in Washington--though
there are
important things to be done there--but at the state
and local governmental level.
But the reason
folklorists continue to have important impact is
precisely because of their refusal to be pigeonholed into special categories.
bJe won't be just
historians, we won't be just one discipline in many
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contributing to the whole of knowledge upon which
We seem to have
somebody else rnakes a decision.
tnis instinct as a field to act as a sort of microcosm, to try to embrace everything within us. This
is in a sense a romantic folly; we cannot embrace
everything. But in another sense it is an attractive virtue, because trying to--insisting on a full
participatory role rather than a specialized role-gives us our special magic and impetus and accounts for our special degree of influence.
It was instructive to me to reread recently
the statement "On the Field and Work of a Journal
of American Folk-Lore" which appears in the first
issue of the Journal in 1888. The text makes it
clear that the founders of the American Folklore
Society thought of themselves as gathering important cultural materials from Anglo-American, AfroAmerican, and American Indian cultures and from
cultures of other groups in the United States.
So certainly the focus on texts was there. But
what fascinated me most about the statement is the
sense it imparted of launching a national mission
as well as a scientific, disciplined undertaking.
Keaders today should note how broadly the founders
of our society conceived their work, how personally
they were engaged, how much they thought of it as
a larger cultural mission by and for the benefit
of citizens of the United States, not simply for
scholars.
The rules for the Society, printed at
the end of Volume I1 of the Journal, also mention
thst "Any persons who desire to become members..
may address the Secretary."
You, too, can be a
folklorist. That has not changed, and it is not
Likely too.

.

